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This worksheet is a supplement to the “Advent Calendar Ornaments” project video that you can find on
our Youtube channel.
In the video we show how to make advent calendar ornaments with the TinyTURTLE™ loom.
An advent calendar is a special calendar to count the days from December 1st to 24th in anticipation of
the Christmas holiday. You use the calendar by hanging a new, numbered ornament every day on a wall
hanging (or any other means of display, for example a branch arrangement).

Materials
-

TinyTURTLE™ Loom Kit, buy here
Threads & Loops yarn, Colorwheel (we wove 4 hexagons each in the following colors: CW-40
Cream, CW-11 Gold, CW-14 Orange, CW-09 Red, CW-27 Turquoise, CW-33 Royal Blue)
Peel and Stick Felt, one sheet, green or any color of your liking
Fishhook earrings or any other means to make a hanger
Numbering, 1 – 24, or make your own (embroidery, fabric paint)
Scissors, tapestry needle

Displaying the Advent Calendar Ornaments
If you like the hexagon tree wall hanging, you can find the project information on our blog site: “O
Tannenbaum” wall hanging instructions. Other ideas for displaying your advent calendar:
-

Use a piece of felt or fabric as wall hanging.
Pin the ornaments to a cork board.
Hang the ornaments on a decorative tree branch.
Add a new ornament every day to a pretty holiday bowl and display as center piece.
Display the current day ornament on an ornament stand.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Gabi at gabi@texasgabi.com.
For more TURTLE news and project ideas, follow our blog at www.turtleloom.com
To shop for other TURTLE looms and accessories, visit our Etsy store at www.bluebonnetcrafters.com
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Hexagon Template
Use this template to cut out felt backings for your TinyTURLTE™ hexagon ornaments. Print this page in
full size for best results.
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